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A B S T R A C T
This work investigates the neural correlates of single-letter reading by combining 
event-related potentials (ERPs) and functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI), thus 
exploiting their complementary spatiotemporal resolutions. Three externally-paced reading 
tasks were administered with an event-related design: passive observation of letters and 
symbols and active reading aloud of letters. ERP and fMRI data were separately recorded 
from 8 healthy adults during the same experimental conditions. Due to the presence of arti-
facts in the EEG signals, two subjects were discarded from further analysis. Independent 
Component Analysis was applied to ERPs, after dimensionality reduction by Principal 
Component Analysis: some independent components were clearly related to specific read-
ing functions and the associated current density distributions in the brain were estimated 
with Low Resolution Electromagnetic Tomography Analysis method (LORETA). The 
impulse hemodynamic response function was modeled as a linear combination of linear 
B-spline functions and fMRI statistical analysis was performed by multiple linear regres-
sion. fMRI and LORETA maps were superimposed in order to identify the overlapping 
activations and the activated regions specifically revealed by each modality. The results 
showed the existence of neuronal networks functionally specific for letter processing and 
for explicit verbal-motor articulation, including the temporo-parietal and frontal regions. 
Overlap between fMRI and LORETA results was observed in the inferior temporal-middle 
occipital gyrus, suggesting that this area has a crucial and multifunctional role for linguistic 
and reading processes, likely because its spatial location and strong interconnection with 
the main visual and auditory sensory systems may have favored its specialization in graph-
eme-phoneme matching.
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I N T R O D U C T I O N
Cognitive processes in humans are subserved by functionally specialized neuronal 
networks that can be investigated in the temporal and spatial domain, thanks both to the 
development of new technologies for functional exploration, and to the improvement of 
image and signal processing (5). Brain functional activity can be measured directly, by 
recording the electric/magnetic field generated by cortical neurons from the scalp (electro-
/magneto-encephalography, EEG/MEG), or indirectly, by mapping the metabolic changes 
of cortical and sub-cortical nuclei (functional magnetic resonance, fMRI) (9). The EEG, a 
real-time blurred summation of local field potentials, has excellent time but unsatisfactory 
spatial resolution, since the problem of finding source configuration from scalp recordings 
(inverse problem) is undetermined (4). fMRI measures local changes in oxygen consump-
tion resulting from neuronal metabolic activity, and has superior localization capabilities 
but low temporal resolution, due to the low-pass filtering characteristics of the hemody-
namic response (58).
The possibility to combine the temporal and spatial properties of EEG and fMRI may in 
fact be useful to investigate brain functions from different perspectives, and to overcome 
the limitations related to individually applied modalities by exploiting their complementary 
spatiotemporal resolutions (70, 22, 95, 42, 1, 2, 3, 37, 59, 39, 71, 7). However, several 
methodological issues related to simultaneous recording of the two signals remain still 
unsolved (57, 32, 30, 45). Separate acquisitions of EEG and fMRI data may be accepted 
when the functional event/brain state of interest is reliably repeatable in different, but close 
in time, sessions, or when the same experimental paradigm is exactly reproduced in both 
sessions. In these conditions, the artifacts related to mutual interference between EEG and 
fMRI equipments are fully abolished (11, 63, 94).
Reading aloud implies a cerebral process perfectly suitable for investigation with dif-
ferent methodologies (25). Actually, reading aloud always activates a complex neuronal 
circuitry, involving the primary occipital visual cortex for perceiving written characters, the 
temporal auditory cortex for grapheme-phoneme matching, the motor and premotor cortex 
for articulation, and the associative cortex for evaluation of auditory feedback and compre-
hension (86, 38, 49, 74). Functional studies have confirmed that the left middle-superior 
temporal gyrus (Brodmann’s area: BA 39), inferior parietal cortex (BA 40), precuneus (BA 
7) and inferior frontal gyrus (BA 6/44), the bilateral fusiform gyrus (BA 19/37) and sup-
plementary motor area (BA 6) are implied in reading (68, 29, 74, 83, 50). From a temporal 
perspective, EEG/MEG studies have demonstrated that the visual characteristics of letters/
words are analyzed between 50 and 100 ms after stimulus presentation, thus generating 
early perceptive potentials (97, 90, 61). The conversion from visual to linguistic analysis 
likely occurs between 150 and 230 ms (97, 90, 61). The brain regions responsible for higher 
order cognitive functions, such as semantic analysis, feedback processes and memory are 
supposed to be later recruited.
This work proposes to investigate the spatiotemporal brain dynamics of single-letter 
reading by combining event-related potentials (ERPs) and fMRI data, separately recorded 
during the same experimental conditions, already validated by our group with ERP 
recordings in children (14, 16). Learning the correspondence between letters and speech 
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sounds is a basic aspect of reading acquisition, thus single letters represent a more suit-
able stimulus than letter strings for studying early reading processes (50). However, the 
use of single letters is quite infrequent in the literature, while letter strings and words are 
often preferred. Single-letter reading is a multistep process with a characteristic tempo-
ral evolution and is accomplished by the activation of a broad sensory-motor-cognitive 
neuronal network. Furthermore, brain response to visual presentation of single letters is 
able to predict reading success and to distinguish adult dyslexics better than words (28, 
83). In the present experiment, grapheme-phoneme association is explicitly investigated 
through overt reading of the letters. Differently from a previous ERP-fMRI study of word 
reading by Vitacco et al. (105), an event-related design is applied to acquire artifact-free 
signals, to facilitate inter-modality integration, and to reduce the problem of speech-
related movements.
M E T H O D S
Subjects
Eight healthy right-handed adults (four male, four female; age range 22-36 years, native Italian 
speakers) were enrolled in the experiment. All participants underwent clinical, neurological and 
psychiatric examinations and laboratory tests (including routine blood and urine tests, liver, renal 
and endocrinological panels, EEG, structural brain MRI) to rule out history or presence of abnor-
mal psycho-motor and language development, and of any relevant medical, neurological or psy-
chiatric disorders and use of substance that could affect brain function or metabolism. All subjects 
were non-smokers, and had been medication-free for at least 4 weeks prior to the study, including 
over-the-counter medications. Written informed consent approved by the Local Ethical Committee 
was obtained from all participants prior to their enrolment into the study and after explanation of 
the study procedure and of the risks involved. 
Experimental paradigm
ERP and fMRI data were acquired during separate sessions with the same experimental protocol 
already validated by our group with ERP recordings in children (14, 16). A rapid event-related (ER) 
design with jittered inter-stimulus interval (ISI) and randomized stimulus delivery was applied 
(Fig. 1). Stimulation was provided and regulated using Presentation® (Version 0.76, http://www.
neurobs.com). White single characters (Latin capital and small letters and non-alphabetic symbols) 
were visually presented for 20 ms on a black background. The angle of reading was about 1° in the 
ERP session and 2° in the fMRI session. Inter-stimulus interval (ISI) was always an integer multi-
ple of 500 ms and was randomly chosen from a decreasing exponential distribution with maximum 
value at ISI minimum. In order to avoid temporal overlapping between successive event-related 
neural potentials, minimum ISI was set to 4 s in the ERP session. The hemodynamic responses to 
successive events are temporally overlapping unless ISI is longer than 10-15 s. However, long ISI 
likely reduces the attention level of participants, especially when tasks are simple, and induces a 
brain response not comparable with the ERP session. Therefore, minimum ISI was fixed at 2 s, 
and stimulus ordering was randomized so that the overlapping hemodynamic responses could be 
disentangled with the least amount of unexplained variance. Two conditions were applied: pas-
sive condition consisted in simply watching at randomly ordered letters and symbols, that were 
sorted a posteriori for estimating stimulus-specific responses; active condition consisted in reading 
aloud (i.e. naming) randomly ordered letters. Then, the following three tasks were obtained: letter 
presentation, symbol presentation, and letter recognition (i.e. naming). Data acquisition was parti-
tioned into periods of continuous recording, labeled runs, each lasting about 4 min and containing 
50 stimuli (25 letters and 25 symbols for passive condition and 50 letters for active condition). We 
estimated that 6 passive and 3 active runs per subject provided enough data for satisfactory signal-
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to-noise ratio (SNR) of averaged ERPs and 
statistical power of fMRI signal. The order 
of runs was randomized across subjects, but 
was not altered between the ERP and fMRI 
sessions.
Data recording
ERPs. Electrophysiological data were 
recorded at the Neuro-physio-patholo-
gy Laboratory, Department of Child and 
Adolescent Neuropsychiatry, Azienda 
Ospedaliera “G. Salvini”, Rho Hospital, 
Rho, Milan, Italy. EEG was recorded from 
19 electrodes referred to linked earlobe 
(33), integrated in an elastic cap, and placed 
according to the standard 10-20 system 
(Brainquick 2400, Micromed, Italy). EOG 
was bipolarly recorded using 2 electrodes 
placed over and below the right eye. EEG 
and EOG recordings were band-pass filtered 
between 0.02-30 Hz and sampled at 256 Hz, 
with 4 s analysis time, 2 s pre- and 2 s post-
stimulus. During the test, subjects were sit-
ting in a dimly illuminated, electrically and 
acoustically shielded room and stimuli were 
displayed on a CRT screen.
fMRI. Imaging was performed on a 
1.5T MRI scanner (GE Signa; GE Medical 
Systems, Milwaukee, WI) with a standard birdcage head coil at the Magnetic Resonance 
Imaging Laboratory, Fondazione “G. Monasterio”, CNR/Regione Toscana, Pisa, Italy. At the 
beginning of the scanning session, a high resolution structural scan was acquired in the sagittal 
plane using a 3D GRASS sequence with TE = 5.22 ms, Repetition Time (TR) = 12.1 ms, FOV = 
240 mm with 256 x 256 acquisition matrix (0.94 x 0.94 mm in-plane resolution) and 120 slices 
(1.2 mm thickness). Afterwards, multi-slice echo-planar images (EPIs) were axially acquired 
with TE = 40 ms, TR = 2 s, FOV = 240 mm with 64 x 64 acquisition matrix (3.75 mm × 3.75 
mm in-plane resolution) and 22 contiguous 5-mm slices. Each functional run consisted of 115 
brain volumes. Head movements were limited by carefully placed constraints. Stimuli were 
projected onto a screen located near the bottom of the bore and viewed from a mirror mounted 
on the head coil.
Data analysis
ERPs pre-processing. Single-trial ERPs were pre-processed as described in Casarotto et al. (14) 
for reducing ocular artifacts and then visually inspected for rejecting residually artifact-contami-
nated trials. For each subject and task, averaged ERPs were computed from a minimum of 40 trials. 
Due to the presence of numerous artifacts in the EEG signals, two (male) out of eight subjects were 
discarded from further analysis.
Spatial component analysis of ERPs. Independent Component Analysis (ICA) separates a set 
of signals into their independent constituents components (ICs). ICA was applied to multi-channel 
averaged ERPs, assuming that the independent components represent the contribution of distinct 
neural sources that mix their activities into scalp recordings. We applied “infomax” ICA method 
(6) as implemented in the runica algorithm of the EEGLAB toolbox (24) (http://sccn.ucsd.edu/
eeglab). Runica estimates temporally independent and spatially fixed components by minimizing 
the mutual information between signals; under certain conditions, this computation is equivalent 
to maximizing joint entropy.
Fig. 1. – Event-related experimental paradigm: an 
“event” consisted in the visual presentation of a 
white-colored stimulus on a black background for 20 
ms; stimuli were randomly ordered letters and sym-
bols during passive condition and randomly ordered 
letters during active condition (see text for details); 
inter-stimulus interval (ISI) was randomly chosen as 
a multiple integer of 0.5 s; minimum ISI was 2 s in 
the fMRI session and 4 s in the ERP session.
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Averaged ERPs, stored in matrix X, were modeled as a linear combination of unknown sources 
organized in matrix S (eq. 1):
 X
m,T
 = A
m,n
 · S
n,T
    (1)
with T = number of time samples in each trace, m = number of scalp sensors and n = number of 
sources. Matrix A defines the relationship between neural sources and scalp measurements in terms 
of spatiotemporal superimposition and is therefore labeled mixing matrix. ICA recovers the original 
sources S from just the observations X through the estimation of an unmixing matrix Ψ (eq. 2):
	 	 	 	 								Ŝ	=	Ψ	·	X    (2)
The j-th row of Ŝ represents the time course of relative strength or activity level of the j-th com-
ponent activation or independent component (IC). The element (i,j) of matrix A gives the relative 
projection strength of the j-th IC into the i-th scalp sensor. The contribution of the j-th IC into the 
original data channels is computed as the product of the j-th column of A with the j-th row of S 
and is in original units (e.g. μV). The assumption of linear and instantaneous mixing is perfectly 
legitimate for ERP data, because scalp recordings sum up the activity of attenuated sources without 
transmission delays (76). The following further assumptions hold: i) measurements are noiseless 
or noise is negligible: this hypothesis seems unrealistic but still allows to separate sources of inter-
est even if these remain contaminated by measurement noise; ii) A is stationary: this assumption 
is fully verified in the case of brain signals because the mixing of sources as measured by sensors 
does not change with time; iii) the components are temporally independent of one another.
In order to simplify computations, we assumed m = n, i.e. a square mixing matrix. However, 
the number of sources can be assumed to be smaller than the EEG sensors: therefore, Principal 
Component Analysis (PCA) was applied to reduce data dimensionality before ICA. Mathematically, 
PCA models a set of m signals as a linear combination of m principal components (PCs), that are 
orthogonal and account for the maximal amount of spatial variance of original data in the least 
square sense (27, 53, 52). ICA was applied after ERPs were reconstructed from the first k PCs 
altogether representing more than 95% of the data variance. This subtraction did not alter ERPs 
morphology and allowed to obtain only k ICs for further analysis.
Neural source estimation. The problem of estimating neural sources from scalp-recorded ERPs 
was solved by Low Resolution Electromagnetic Tomography method (LORETA − http://www.
unizh.ch/keyinst/NewLORETA/LORETA01.htm) (81): this approach directly computes the cur-
rent density distribution in the brain, modeled as a three-compartment spherical head model regis-
tered to a standardized stereotactic space (96) available as a digitized MRI from the Brain Imaging 
Centre (Montreal Neurological Institute, MNI305). Solution space was restricted to cortical grey 
matter according to the digitized Probability Atlases also available from the Brain Imaging Centre 
(Montreal Neurological Institute): a voxel was labelled as grey matter if its probability of being 
grey matter (a) exceeded 33%, (b) exceeded the probability of being white matter, and (c) exceeded 
the probability of being cerebrospinal fluid. Brain volume was represented as a discrete 3D dense 
cubic grid with elementary sources located on grid points. Grid spacing was 7 mm and the total 
number of voxels was 2394. LORETA solution to the inverse problem is the smoothest 3D linear 
one among the infinite source configurations that generate the same scalp potentials. Therefore, 
the spatial resolution of LORETA maps is typically low, i.e. the estimated current distribution is 
a “blurred-localized” image of a point source: the location of maximal activity is preserved with 
a certain degree of dispersion. Physiologically, this approach may be explained by observing that 
neighboring neurons are generally simultaneously and synchronously active: therefore, neighbor-
ing grid points are more likely to be synchronized (i.e. of similar orientation and strength) than far 
grid points. EEG electrode coordinates were achieved using cross-registrations between spherical 
and realistic head geometry (99) (see Appendix A).
LORETA maps were estimated from each independent component, normalized and then aver-
aged across subjects. Normalization consisted in linearly scaling the LORETA current density 
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values between 0 and 1, followed by transformation to z-score (mean subtraction and division by 
standard deviation) and thresholding at z = 1.96 (p < 0.05). Since the distribution of current density 
values in the brain may have very different dynamic ranges across subjects and tasks, this opera-
tion allowed to make the LORETA maps more comparable and to define a univocally recognizable 
threshold (100). 
fMRI analysis. Structural and functional images were analyzed with the AFNI (Analysis 
of Functional NeuroImages) software (http://afni.nimh.nih.gov/afni/) (20). The following pre-
processing steps were applied to fMRI data before statistical analysis: i) slice timing correction 
to align all slices to the same time origin; ii) rigid head movements correction with an heptic 
polynomial interpolation to register all brain volumes to the scan closest to acquisition of anatomi-
cal images using; iii) spatial smoothing with a 5 mm-FWHM Gaussian filter to reduce noise and 
increase functional overlap between runs and subjects; iv) normalization of image values to global 
mean intensity to calculate the percent signal change; v) concatenation of runs and masking of 
non-brain regions.
The BOLD (Blood Oxygenation Level Dependent) time series at each voxel was described by 
a multiple linear regression model and least squares method was used to estimate model coef-
ficients. Stimulus timing was represented as a succession of unit impulse functions (Kronecker 
delta), that were convolved with the impulse hemodynamic response function (HRF). In order to 
better fit raw data, i.e. to account for physiological regional and inter-subject variability, a vari-
able-shape BOLD response model was preferred to a fixed-shape one. Trial averaging could not 
be applied because successive stimuli were presented too close in time. Classical deconvolution 
methods are based on the estimation of the amplitude of TR-locked (i.e. synchronous and in-
phase with the TR period) samples, thus allowing for arbitrary HRF shapes: in the present study, 
since TR is 2 s and ISI is an integer multiple of 0.5 s, four samples per TR would be necessary to 
correctly model all stimuli occurrence. Unfortunately statistical power rapidly decreases with the 
number of parameters to be estimated. Therefore, it was necessary to develop a variable-shape 
HRF with a limited number of parameters and perfectly defined at any arbitrary point in time. 
A linear combination of three linear B-spline basis functions, peaking at 0 s, 4 s, and 8 s after 
visual stimulus presentation (eq. 3, Fig. 2) (89) perfectly satisfied these constraints, and was used 
to model the impulse HRF to each task separately:
       
         (3)
where j is voxel index; K is the total number of tasks; h is the run index; tent(t-τ/b) is a linear B-spline function peaking at t = τ s after stimulus presentation and lasting 2b s; Mi(t) are the estimated rigid head motion parameters (3 for translation and 3 for rotation around the main axes); n(t) is 
noise term; a quadratic polynomial (aj+bjt+cjt2) accounted for baseline. Model fitting to raw data produced an estimate of the model coefficients βj,1, βj,2, βj,3, aj,h, bj,h, cj,h, and mj,i at each voxel.General linear tests (GLTs) [program 3dDeconvolve in AFNI software] (107) were performed 
for each subject and task separately with the null hypothesis β1 + β2 + β3 = 0, i.e. searching in which brain regions the sum of the three model coefficients of interest is significantly different 
from zero. Single-subject image statistics were warped into a common standard space (96) and 
spatially resampled with linear interpolation to cubic 1 mm voxels before group analysis. Group 
maps of each task were estimated by one-sample t-test analysis, with p < 0.01 and minimum cluster 
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size 577 μl, corresponding to an overall sig-
nificance of 0.048 according to Monte Carlo 
simulations [program AlphaSim in AFNI 
software] (106).
R E S U L T S
Spatial component analysis of ERPs. 
Systematic inspection of the spatial dis-
tribution and time course of single inde-
pendent components extracted from aver-
aged ERPs (Fig. 3) identified distinctive 
patterns that resulted similar across sub-
jects, and well resembled the reading 
potentials described in previous studies 
(16, 35, 56, 65).
Specifically, Chiarenza and colleagues 
(16) described the time course of the cer-
ebral potentials before, during, and after 
self-paced letter recognition (i.e. naming) 
by superimposing the electromyographic (EMG) activity of the forearm flexor muscles, 
activated by button pressing, and of the lips, activated by overt articulation. Potentials were 
subdivided into four main periods (Fig. 4, adapted from ref. 15): preparatory (before EMG 
arm onset) including the Bereitschaftspotential (BP) associated to preparation of movement 
(54, 18); pre-lexical (between EMG arm onset and EMG lips onset, i.e. -200 − 150 ms), 
including Motor Cortex Potential (MCP) (80, 17), P0, N1, P1 waves related to attention and 
perceptual processes; lexical (between EMG lips onset and peak, i.e. 150 − 500 ms), includ-
ing N2, P2a, P2b, N3, P4, N4 waves concerned with phonological analysis and stimulus 
feedback; and post-lexical (following EMG lips peak, i.e. > 500 ms), including P600 and 
LNA (Late Negative Area) potentials dealing with long-term memory and categorization 
mechanisms.
In the current study, one IC could be associated to the potentials N2 and P2b, i.e. a nega-
tivity occurring at about 180 ms and a positivity occurring at about 300 ms, in all tasks both 
predominant on the posterior regions. Another IC resembled the potential P2a, i.e. a positiv-
ity occurring at about 200 ms with fronto-central distribution. Only during tasks presenting 
Latin letters, an additional IC was reliably related to LNA, i.e. a wide slow negativity occur-
ring between 0.5 − 1 s: during letter presentation task this component was more prominent 
in the fronto-central areas and was defined as LNAf, while during letter recognition task it 
was more posteriorly distributed and defined as LNAo.
Distributed source imaging. Table I and Fig. 5 show brain regions significantly activated 
during the three different reading tasks. LORETA maps were characterized by suprathresh-
old regions in both hemispheres, mainly in the lateral temporal and parietal lobes.
Neural sources of N2_P2b component common to all tasks were distributed in the supramar-
Fig. 2. – Ideal impulse hemodynamic response func-
tion was modeled as a linear combination of three 
linear B-spline basis functions peaking at 0, 4, and 
8 s after event occurrence and with 4 s half-dura-
tion. Multiple linear regression analysis provided the 
estimation of the peak amplitude of the three basis 
functions (β1, β2, β3) for the letter presentation, sym-bol presentation and letter recognition (i.e. naming) 
tasks.
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ginal gyrus (BA 40), temporal lobe (BA 
20/21/22/41/42), and angular gyrus (BA 
19/22/37/39). These sources were essen-
tially left-lateralized, especially during let-
ter recognition that did not show any sig-
nificant right lateral activation. Additional 
sources were present bilaterally in the 
cingulate (BA 23/30/31), occipitotemporal 
gyrus (BA 17/18), and middle precuneus 
(BA 7/31). During letter presentation and 
recognition only, N2_P2b sources were 
observed in the left inferior temporal–mid-
dle occipital gyrus (BA 19/37), i.e. the 
fusiform gyrus.
The P2a component was generated 
by bilateral sources in the lateral tempo-
ral cortex (BA 20/21/22/41/42), angular 
gyrus (BA 19/22/37/39), and fusiform 
gyrus (BA 19/37), similarly in all tasks. 
However, while during letter presenta-
tion and recognition the activation was 
nearly bilateral and symmetrical, slightly 
weaker on the right, during symbol pres-
entation the involvement of the right 
hemisphere was limited to the angu-
lar gyrus and superior temporal gyrus. 
Furthermore, during symbol presentation additional activations were present in the medial 
cingulate (BA 23/30/31) and middle precuneus (BA 7/31). Similarly to N2_P2b, P2a com-
ponent was related to a left-lateralized source in the supramarginal gyrus in all tasks. 
The late component LNAf identified during letter presentation mainly involved the 
medial cingulate (BA 23/30/31) and precuneus (BA 5/7/31). Conversely, the neural sources 
of LNAo component present during letter recognition were predominantly located in the 
left supramarginal gyrus (BA 40), superior temporal gyrus (BA 41/42), angular gyrus (BA 
19/22/37/39), and fusiform gyrus (BA 19/20/37). Additional sources were observed in the 
medial inferior frontal gyrus (BA 10/11) and anterior cingulate (BA 24/32).
Functional activation maps. A prevalent involvement of the left as compared to the right 
hemisphere was found across all tasks (Table I, Fig. 5). Only letter recognition elicited a 
significant activation of right brain areas, specifically in the frontal cortex (BA 6/9/44), 
insula (BA 13), and middle-inferior temporal gyrus (BA 20/21/22). Furthermore, reading 
aloud activated a large network of regions in the left hemisphere including the angular 
gyrus (BA 19/22/37/39), frontal cortex (BA 6/8/9/10/46), subcentral area (BA 4/6/43), 
insula (BA 13), medial paracentral lobule (BA 31), and cingulate (BA 24/31). The engage-
ment of middle-inferior frontal regions was observed also during letter presentation (BA 
Fig. 4. – Schematic representation of the time course 
of the cerebral potentials recorded during self-paced 
letter recognition (i.e. naming): sample recordings 
from Fz (blue trace) and Oz (red trace) electrodes. 
Superimposition with the electromyographic activity 
of lips activated by overt articulation (purple trace) 
and of forearm muscles activated by button press-
ing (green trace) allows to subdivide the cerebral 
potentials into four main periods: (a) preparatory, (b) 
pre-lexical, (c) lexical, and (d) post-lexical period. 
BP = Bereitschaftspotential; MCP = Motor Cortex 
Potential; LNA = Late Negative Area (Chiarenza et 
al. 2004).
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6/8/9) but was absent during symbol presentation. However, the left inferior parietal lobule 
(BA 40) and fusiform gyrus (BA 19/20/37) were similarly activated during letter and sym-
bol presentation. 
ERPs-fMRI combination. The superimposition of fMRI activation maps and LORETA 
current density maps showed a convergence of results in two specific brain regions (Table 
I): the left inferior temporal – middle occipital gyrus (BA 19/20/37) and the left middle-
superior temporal gyrus (BA 21/22). The LORETA maps of the LNAf/LNAo components 
did not overlap with the corresponding fMRI maps. During letter and symbol presentation, 
clusters of inter-modality overlapping voxels were observed in the left fusiform gyrus for 
the N2_P2b and P2a components, extending anteriorly to the inferior temporal gyrus (BA 
20/21) for P2a during letter presentation. The superimposition of fMRI and LORETA maps 
during letter recognition was characterized by overlap in a small portion of the left supra-
marginal gyrus (BA 40) for the N2_P2b component, in the right middle temporal gyrus (BA 
21/22) for the P2a component, and in the left angular gyrus for all the ERP components.
Fig. 5. – Superimposition of functional activations on inflated anatomical cortical surface: lateral and 
medial views of both hemispheres. LORETA maps (green) of the N2_P2b, P2a, and LNA potentials 
and fMRI activation maps (red) are reported for the letter presentation, symbol presentation, and letter 
recognition tasks. R = right; L = left.
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D I S C U S S I O N
The present work explored the neural correlates of single-letter reading by combining 
ERP and fMRI data separately recorded from healthy adults. Three different externally-
paced reading tasks were applied within an event-related design: passive presentation of let-
ters and of non-alphabetic symbols, and reading aloud of letters. Physiologically plausible 
and functionally independent components were extracted from averaged ERPs with ICA, 
and the spatial distribution of their neural sources was estimated with LORETA. Functional 
activation maps computed from fMRI data were superimposed to LORETA maps, thus 
highlighting the overlapping activations and the activated regions specifically revealed by 
each modality, in order to further understand the complementary contribution of the two 
methodologies to the study of early reading processes.
The results showed that ERP-fMRI integration was always confined on the lateral surface 
of the left hemisphere. This pattern of activation further supports the idea of a left-hemi-
sphere dominance during linguistic tasks in right-handed subjects (86, 69). In particular, dur-
ing letter presentation, the largest overlap between fMRI and LORETA maps was observed 
for the P2a potential in the inferior temporal-middle occipital gyrus (BA 19/20/37) and in the 
middle-superior temporal gyrus (BA 21/22). The P2a component is actually a robust poten-
tial (10-15 μV) easily identifiable on averaged ERPs in all the frontal and central EEG chan-
nels. Therefore, the neural activation generating this potential likely drives the hemodynamic 
signal and dominates over that related to smaller waves. Overlap in the fusiform gyrus was 
also observed in correspondence to N2_P2b, whose neural sources were located close to P2a 
sources. These results are compatible with previous studies that investigated the letter–sound 
correspondence with audiovisual presentation of single letters (88, 103), and further indicate 
that reading is a very complex phenomenon activating a large neuronal network including 
multimodal brain areas. This consideration also agrees with the bulk of previous studies in 
the literature reporting many different effects of manipulation of reading parameters and 
conditions both at the behavioural and physiological level (77, 85).
During symbol presentation, the fMRI-LORETA overlap was reduced and confined 
to the left fusiform gyrus, despite the potentials were morphologically similar to those 
recorded during letter presentation.
During letter recognition overlapping regions were specifically located in the left supra-
marginal gyrus (BA 40) in correspondence to N2_P2b component, and in the left middle-
superior temporal gyrus (BA 21/22) in correspondence to P2a component. Activation of 
the left middle-superior temporal gyrus and supramarginal gyrus has been associated to 
perception of one’s own speech, and to the process of matching the actual auditory feedback 
with the internal representation of the feedback itself (92). Interestingly, LORETA results 
of the present experiment showed that these regions were engaged during all tasks, not only 
when explicit verbal-motor articulation was required. Therefore, their contribution appears 
to be equally important during covert reading, and may be possibly related to implicit pho-
nological analysis. Furthermore, the observation of significant hemodynamic response of 
these regions during letter recognition only suggests that the contribution of these temporo-
parietal networks is better represented by ERP recordings compared to functional imaging 
during silent reading.
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Significantly different activations of the temporal cortex have been observed between 
normal and impaired readers during visual presentation of single characters (93, 98): in 
particular, the activation of the lateral temporo-parietal region was reduced in the left 
and increased in the right hemisphere in dyslexics as compared to controls. Furthermore, 
activity in the left posterior superior temporal sulcus has been associated to maturation of 
the phonological processing abilities in young readers (102). These studies suggest that 
the temporal cortex is crucially involved in phonological analysis of speech and the left 
angular gyrus likely plays a significant role in conversion of print to sound. In addition to 
functional abnormalities, significant structural modifications of the occipitotemporal cortex 
have been recently reported in dyslexic adolescents compared to controls (55). Therefore, 
since all these regions were fully engaged in this study, it might be feasible to apply this 
experimental design also for investigating pathological reading conditions.
In addition, this experiment provided further evidence of the functional differentiation 
between processing of letters and non-alphabetic symbols. Passive observation of symbols 
activated a reduced neuronal network, basically the left fusiform gyrus (BA 19/37) and the 
left inferior parietal lobule (BA 40), while letter presentation additionally engaged the left 
middle-inferior temporal (BA 21/22) and prefrontal regions (BA 6/9). The long-latency 
potentials LNAf and LNAo observed during letter presentation and recognition, respectively, 
could not be clearly identified during symbol presentation. Further differences were related 
to P2a sources, which were left-predominant on the lateral temporal and parietal regions, and 
extended medially in the cingulate and precuneus during symbol presentation, as compared 
to a symmetrical lateral distribution during letter presentation and recognition tasks. These 
results suggest that, despite their graphical similarity with symbols, letters activate a specific 
neuronal network with characteristic spatiotemporal dynamics of activation. 
The significantly different patterns of activation observed during letter presentation and 
recognition suggest that explicit verbal-motor articulation engages functionally distinct 
brain processes in comparison with covert reading (12, 43, 78, 92). Despite the fMRI arti-
facts induced by facial movements, there is evidence that the neural substrates of silent and 
overt speech cannot be considered the same up the planning and execution of articulation 
movements, and therefore it is not fully correct to apply covert instead of overt speech 
paradigms just to reduce movement artifacts. In fact, an increased involvement of frontal 
regions was present during reading aloud, i.e. the left middle prefrontal cortex, left subcen-
tral area (BA 4/6/43), right inferior frontal cortex (BA 6/9/44), and bilateral insula (BA 13). 
Previous fMRI studies have shown that the left insula has a crucial role in speech produc-
tion, specifically in motor planning and programming, muscular coordination, phonological 
and sub-lexical spelling-to-sound processing (86, 38, 92, 13). Furthermore, the enhanced 
left-lateralization of N2_P2b sources in the lateral temporo-occipital regions during letter 
recognition supports the hypothesis of early activation of reading-specific neuronal net-
works in the left hemisphere occurring when the subject has to explicitly read aloud.
Several reading-related brain regions were also significantly described. In particular, the 
left extrastriate cortex has been strongly related to single-letter identification (34, 29, 48, 
83), the left fusiform gyrus and inferior frontal cortex to visual presentation of both objects 
and letters (23, 66, 67), and the left inferior parietal cortex (BA 40) and insula to letter 
recognition (51,50, 68, 47). Significant engagement of the left precentral gyrus and premo-
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tor cortex has been observed during visual perception, copying, and writing of letters, thus 
suggesting that writing motor processes are implicitly evoked during passive observation 
of letters (60, 47).
From a psychophysiological perspective, the approach applied in this study investigated 
the simplest unit of grapheme-phoneme association mechanisms, i.e. passive viewing and 
reading aloud of single letters. The use of isolated letters instead of words prevents any 
interference with semantic processes. Furthermore, this paradigm can be applied also to 
young children, without specific adaptations to account for their learning and cognitive 
development. Neuro-pathological studies have shown that the identification of letters is 
an early predictor of later reading success and distinguishes adult dyslexics (28, 84): the 
use of this pre-lexical skill is expected to be helpful to highlight the neurobiological and 
functional basis of reading in both healthy and impaired readers. It is important to observe 
that our experimental design was specifically developed for native Italian speakers: broadly 
applied word-rhyming tasks (8, 36, 101, 68, 44) are not appropriate since Italian is a highly 
transparent language, characterized by a perfect grapheme-phoneme matching.
The ERP components considered in the present work are comparable to a certain extent 
with previous studies of reading-related neurophysiological recordings. The potentials 
belonging to the pre-lexical period were not clearly distinguishable in the ICs: they are 
usually related to early visual perceptual processes and are characterized by small ampli-
tude and marked inter-individual variability, that complicates their detection even on 
individual averaged ERPs (73, 26, 79). Considering the potentials of the lexical period, 
N2 corresponds to a posterior negativity occurring between 150−200 ms that has been 
reported by several ERP (“N2” − 108, 82; “N200” − 8, 35, 62, 65; “N170” − 64) and 
MEG studies (91, 97, 61). This potential has been related to automatic word form process-
ing, to extraction of letter-shape information and to grapheme-phoneme association. In 
the literature, sources of N2-like components have been located in the inferior/ventral 
temporo-occipital cortex (108, 97, 61), similarly to the results described in this study. 
P2a was characterized by significantly higher amplitude on frontal and central regions 
and occurred earlier, usually around 200 ms, than P2b, that was dominant in the parietal 
and occipital regions and occurred later, around 300 ms. The differences in latency and 
scalp topography of these peaks suggest that they are likely generated by different brain 
sources: their distribution in two distinct ICs further supports this hypothesis, that is 
consistent with previous works of Dipole Source Modelling (46, 104) and with MEG and 
intracranial recordings studies (41, 40, 31). Magneto-encephalographic studies (90, 61) 
have suggested that P2a may represent “articulatory aspects of phonological processing 
and a motor preparation for oral output and actual vocalization” (90), while P2b could 
be related to phonological aspects of linguistic processing or attentional aspects of visual 
perception (72, 75, 19) or represent an interface between visual and linguistic domain 
(97). A recent ERP study (56) has identified two positive waves occurring at 170 and 
250 ms respectively that resemble quite well the components P2a and P2b observed in 
our study. Lee and colleagues (56) have assigned to these potentials a possible role in 
early extraction of phonology during reading of Chinese pseudocharcters. Considering 
the post-lexical period (> 500 ms), the physiological meaning of LNAf and LNAo com-
ponents is not precisely known and their marked inter-individual variability prevents their 
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reliable identification on individual averaged ERPs. However, these components could 
be probably related to higher order cognitive functions, that are usually elicited at long 
latencies and are characterized by highly variable potentials.
Stimuli duration was kept short so that letters were perceived as a gestalt and subjects’ 
attention, cooperation and motivation were strongly recruited. Longer persistence would 
have likely reduced task difficulty and produced a facilitatory effect on brain activation 
(87). Moreover, short duration elicited foveal vision and limited eye saccadic movements, 
which are critical sources of artifacts for EEG recordings.
The statistical efficiency of localizing fMRI activations within ER-designs is better 
when ISI is properly jittered and randomized than when ISI is fixed and improves with the 
decreasing of mean ISI. Therefore, the transfer of conventional ERP recording protocols 
in the fMRI environment is perfectly feasible and do not necessarily sacrifice statisti-
cal power or efficiency of either technique (21). The application of a fairly short ISI in 
the present experiment allowed to successfully deal with the fMRI artifacts produced by 
articulation movements during reading aloud of letters, which could both mask and mimic 
BOLD responses. In fact, BOLD and movement-induced signal changes arise from dif-
ferent physical mechanisms, the former being sluggish and delayed, the latter being sharp 
and nearly instantaneous. Simulations and experiments on real data have demonstrated that 
ER-designs with varying ISI are the least susceptible to movement as compared to blocked 
designs and to fixed-ISI event-related designs (10).
Traditional and innovative strategies of signal processing were combined to analyze 
the electrical brain responses. ERPs are traditionally characterized by quantification of 
amplitude and latency of their positive and negative peaks. However, in contrast to the 
assumption that each peak represents the response of a functionally specific brain network, 
even if the actual source location is stable, peak latency may vary on the scalp due to the 
summation of activities of a number of brain areas with different time courses of activation 
(73). Therefore, it is not generally correct to assume a one-to-one correspondence between 
single potentials and discrete stages of information processing. PCA was first applied to 
averaged ERPs in order to reduce data dimensionality and successively ICA was used to 
estimate spatially overlapping and temporally independent brain sources that project on the 
cognitive potentials recorded on the scalp (4). The results showed that this procedure is 
easy to apply, is not affected by the subjective judgment of the experimenter and provides 
a synthetic and powerful description of cognitive ERPs.
Combination of different techniques implies that different signals are evaluated in the 
same reference space: since fMRI data are time series of volumetric images, EEG record-
ings should be converted into three-dimensional (3D) current density distribution maps 
modulated in time. Even if spatial resolution of neural sources estimated from ERPs was 
not optimal for the rather limited number of recording channels, the described procedure 
provided valuable results and can be applied when extended montages are available. In this 
experiment we had not robust a priori information to reliably constrain the source estimation 
process. The application of LORETA method for solving the EEG inverse problem allowed 
to estimate a distributed source configuration in the whole brain volume. This approach is 
physiologically plausible, since brain activation is usually distributed on the cortical surface 
rather than concentrated in a small patch of grey matter (105). Furthermore, EEG and fMRI 
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signals are actually generated by partly different phenomena and therefore convey similar 
but not exactly identical information: as a consequence, it is better to avoid mutual interfer-
ence between EEG and fMRI signals to prevent from obtaining biased results.
This work has some limitations, mainly related to the limited number of subjects, that 
reduces statistical power and generalizability of results, and of EEG channels, that limits 
accuracy of localization of cerebral sources. Furthermore, ERP and fMRI data were record-
ed in two separate sessions, thus being not rigorously related to the “same” brain activity; 
on the other hand, separate acquisition offered the advantage of measuring clean signals, 
i.e. without any artifact related to mutual interference between EEG and fMRI equipments 
and undistorted by severe artifact filtering procedures.
C O N C L U S I O N
This work described an innovative procedure for combining neurophysiological and 
functional neuroimaging data. The grapheme-phoneme association mechanisms naturally 
active during reading were specifically investigated: despite some experimental limitations, 
the results support the validity of this approach, that correctly identifies the spatiotemporal 
dynamics of brain regions functionally involved in reading processes. The event-related 
protocol was effectively designed to avoid any possible bias deriving from separate acquisi-
tion of ERP and fMRI data.
The results showed the existence of letter-specific neuronal networks clearly differentiat-
ed from those involved during passive observation of non-alphabetic symbols. Furthermore, 
significantly different patterns of activation were found between passive observation and 
reading aloud of letters, that likely depend on functionally different processes beyond 
explicit verbal-motor articulation.
The results of the present experiment suggest that the role played by the inferior tem-
poral-middle occipital gyrus is crucial and multifunctional for linguistic and reading proc-
esses: the reason may be related to the fact that it receives inputs from the visual system 
and strongly interacts with temporal auditory areas. Therefore, its spatial location and its 
strong interconnection with the main sensory systems may have favored its specialization 
in grapheme-phoneme matching.
This observation may be advanced as a working hypothesis for further investigating the 
role of left middle temporal-occipital lobe in reading and language, by possibly exploring 
the effects of voluntary intention to read, and the modulation of its activity in children and 
impaired readers.
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A P P E N D I x  A
Estimation of neural sources requires first to solve the associated forward problem, i.e. 
mapping a known configuration of brain sources to an array of EEG sensors. Supposing 
neural sources are distributed on a 3D lattice covering the whole brain, scalp measurements 
are related to electrical generators as follows:
where Φ is the vector of M instantaneous scalp recordings, K is the lead field matrix, J 
is the vector of strength of P current dipoles (three components each, along x,y,z Cartesian 
axes) distributed in the lattice and n is a noise vector. The generic r-th row of matrix K is:
with
{kr,p(x) kr,p(y) kr,p(z)} being the electrical activity due to the x,y,z components of the p-th 
dipole at the r-th sensor.
Since Φ is known and K is obtained from solving the forward problem, current density 
distribution J can be estimated as:
with T being a generalized inverse of K:
with apex ‘ indicating transpose and [•]+ indicating the Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse matrix. 
Solution of the inverse problem by maximizing smoothness can be expressed as follows:
where:
with ⊗ denoting the Kronecker product, IN being an (N,N) identity matrix, Ω a square 
diagonal matrix computed as:
and B implementing a discrete Laplacian operator:
where diag(A11P) denotes a diagonal matrix with diagonal elements defined by the ele-
ments of the (M,1) matrix A11P with 1P being a (P,1) matrix comprised of ones and vp is the 
Cartesian position vector of the p-th source in the brain volume. B-1 is actually a discrete 
spatial smoothing operator and therefore the estimated solution is the smoothest one.
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